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Although Levi could still keep his cool, the ladies were completely flustered.

They could tell that Lucas and the rest were not ordinary person.

From their clothing and aura, apparently they came from a powerful background.

They might get themselves into trouble if they crossed those men.

“Don’t worry. Since I’m here, nothing will happen to you.” Said Levi with a smile.

For some reason, Zoey and Helena felt assured when they heard his
words—especially Helena, who gazed at Levi admiringly.

To her, Levi was a mysterious man who was not as listless as how everyone had
said.

To her, Levi was exceptionally impressive, and had a good eye and great
foresight.

He was definitely a prominent man.

“After the meal, Sylas will send you back. I’ll settle them.” Announced Levi calmly.

“Be careful. Call me if anything happens.”

Zoey was not concerned.

As he was related with the Jones family in South Hampton, she assumed no one
would dare to make things difficult for Levi.



She had a mindset: Levi used his identity as the Jones family’s grandson to solve
problems.

After dinner, Sylas fetched Zoey and Helena away from the back door.

Levi lit up a cigarette and swaggered out of the entrance.

There was a Rolls-Royce parked at the entrance, and a dozen sports cars
blocking the road too.

They were disrupting the hotel’s business.

However, when the boss learned about their identities, he did not dare to say
anything. Not only did he let them park there, but he also even sent some waiters
to attend to their needs.

The gang surrounded Levi the moment he stepped out of the hotel.

“You are a courageous soul, huh?” Mocked everyone.

Lucas glanced behind him and asked, “Where are the ladies?”

“They’ve left.” Replied Levi.

“Huh?”

Everyone was stunned. Why didn’t we realize it?

They left through the back door!

Those men were instantly filled with regret.



A furious look flashed across Lucas’s face as he said coldly, “Sir, that’s a bit
dishonest of you. I said I want to invite your women over for drinks. Why did you
ask them to leave beforehand?”

This was how domineering Lucas was.

He was blatantly inviting the ladies for drinks in front of their partner, yet he made
it sound like it was the most natural thing to do.

“Do you think that you’re really cool?” Levi suddenly asked.

“Huh?”

Everyone was taken aback, especially Lucas.

No one had ever said that to him!

Everyone he interacted with were all very deferential to him, not even daring to
breathe loudly.

It was interesting to meet someone as straightforward as Levi.

“How would you like me to say it then? In a cruder manner? Alright. Bast*rd, lend
me your women. I want to sleep with them tonight.” Declared Lucas.

“Hahaha!”

The Prince Gang erupted into laughter as they looked at Levi mockingly.


